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This is a story of my life. I went on an adventure to find the real purpose and reason we are all here on this planet. It is a story about the miracles in my life. But the greatest miracle is the one
that's the same today as it was from the beginning. So join in this adventure and see for yourself.
"Sean is an amazing person with an important message." —President Bill Clinton "Sean Stephenson is the Yoda of personal development, with less pointy ears." —Jimmy Kimmel, host of ABC's
Jimmy Kimmel Live "As we struggle with inertia to become the best that we can be, Sean Stephenson's book informs and inspires us to stand up and keep moving forward. Thank you, Sean,
for your life, your work, and your abundant sharing." —Ken Blanchard, coauthor, The One Minute Manager "Sean Stephenson is a hero to me.When you read his book, he will be a hero to you
as well. His moving stories about himself and others who have found the gifts in their pain will teach you so much about courage and, just as important, you will learn how to build your
ownsense of confidence when it comes to health, career, relationships, and more. Do yourself a favor read this book! " —Susan Jeffers, Ph.D., author, Feel the Fear and Do It Anyway® and
Embracing Uncertainty
Discusses and provides tips to prevent lateness and procrastination.
What if you could have a conversation with a bee? Would you become friends? Join Jenny as she meets a bee family who turns her black and white world into one of colorful fun. You will love
the happy ending! This children's book offers a unique perspective about our co-existence with the honey bees, and how we must take responsibility to protect them from harm.
"If you're looking at this book, trust your instincts," says Jim Rauth founder of the Comedy College a standup comedy school located in Milwaukee and Chicago. Jim has been teaching
"Standup Comedy 101" for the last 19 years. Jim's students have appeared on HBO, Comedy Central, NBC's "Last Comic Standing", Jimmy Fallon, Conan O'Brien and more! Jim also has
managed a comedy club and has produced over 600 comedy shows. "In the early years, I was producing an open mic in Chicago and in the same room we had TJ Miller, Kumail Nanjiani,
Kyle Kinane, Nate Bargatze and Hanibal Burress when they were starting their careers on a Tuesday," said Rauth. If you're looking to be funnier for the next party or you're heading for a
national television gig, this workbook will get you there. It's worked for numerous Comedy College students who have made to national television shows and others who make their living doing
standup. The book is an easy read and the exercises are simple to follow. It's designed to help you get your comedy act together for you first comedy performance, and then to help you keep
building your comedy career.
Joining the ranks of The Life-Changing Magic of Not Giving a F*ck, The Subtle Art of Not Giving a F*ck, You Are a Badas*, and F*ck Feelings comes this refreshing, BS-free, selfempowerment guide that offers an honest, no-nonsense, tough-love approach to help you move past self-imposed limitations. Are you tired of feeling fu*ked up? If you are, Gary John Bishop
has the answer. In this straightforward handbook, he gives you the tools and advice you need to demolish the slag weighing you down and become the truly unfu*ked version of yourself.
''Wake up to the miracle you are,'' he directs. ''Here's what you've forgotten: You're a fu*king miracle of being.'' It isn't other people that are standing in your way, it isn't even your
circumstances that are blocking your ability to thrive, it's yourself and the negative self-talk you keep telling yourself. In Unfu*k Yourself, Bishop leads you through a series of seven assertions:
I am willing. I am wired to win. I got this. I embrace the uncertainty. I am not my thoughts; I am what I do. I am relentless. I expect nothing and accept everything. Lead the life you were meant
to have—Unfu*k Yourself.
STICK UP FOR YOURSELF! WINNER! The National Parenting Center SEAL OF APPROVAL EVERY KID'S GUIDE TO PERSONAL POWER AND POSITIVE SELF-ESTEEM. Have you ever
been picked on at school, bossed around, blamed for things you didn't do, or treated unfairly? Do you sometimes feel frustrated, angry, powerless, and scared? Do wish you could stick up for
yourself, but you don't know how? This book can help. In simple words and real-life examples, it shows you how to stick up for yourself with other kids (including bullies and teasers), big
sisters and brothers, even parents and teachers. It tells you things you can say without putting people down, and things you can do without getting into trouble. You'll feel better about yourself,
stronger inside, and more in charge of your life. You'll also learn about yourself and what's important to you. You'll find out about your feelings, needs, and dreams for the future. You'll see that
you're responsible for your own behavior and your own feelings - nobody else's. You'll learn positive ways to deal with strong feelings like anger, fear, jealousy, and shame. And you'll discover
simple ways to ''store'' happiness and pride for times when you need them the most. First published in 1990, this book has helped countless kids build self-esteem and be more assertive. It
can give you the power to stick up for yourself, be true to yourself, and feel secure and confident inside - no matter what. Gershen Kaufman, Ph.D., is Professor Emeritus at Michigan State
University and the author of several books. Lev Raphael, Ph.D., is a prize-winning author of dozens of novels and short stories. Pamela Espeland has authored and coauthored many books
for children and adults.
Thank you very much for getting started with this book! You are reading this now because I hope you have the chance to feel the love, peace, and joy I feel. If you read one chapter each day,
you might be amazed before you are halfway through! You get 28 chapters in this book designed to be read one day at a time in the morning, throughout the day, or at night. I do this myself
each day and share in my voice what I am learning in my daily journey of being the best person I can be today. Here are the titles for the 28 chapters in this book. From reading these, you can
get a great idea of what this book will help you with! 1.Amazing things happen in appreciating the now. 2.How to thrive by taking your own advice. 3.Are you praying for help? You will receive
it. 4.How to deal with uncertainty when you don't know. 5.Take your pick: choosing to be happy or sad. 6.How to take responsibility for your emotions and thrive. 7.How to tackle your problems
right now. 8.Achieving happiness with positive affirmations every day. 9.Feeling tired? Create an uplifting daily self-care routine. 10.What could you gain from slowing down life? 11.How to
continue consistent persistence every day. 12.Do you appreciate what you have today? 13.The benefits of sharing problems with others. 14.One easy solution to improving your mood. 15.How
a daily prayer affirmation can improve your life. 16.Reality in the downside of wishful thinking. 17.You do make a unique impact in life. 18.Time travel is real - go backwards or forwards in time
to appreciate now. 19.How can I love the people already in my life? 20.The key to overcoming fear with faith. 21.How to enjoy the journey as much as the destination. 22.Happiness challenge:
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how to master your mindfulness while sick. 23.Gaining peace in accepting your circumstances. 24.Perfect positioning: the right place at the right time in life. 25.How to treat emotional pain by
eliminating physical pain. 26.Getting things done: how to get started on your goals. 27.How to simplify your lifestyle and have more than before. 28.How to be optimistic about death. Thank
you for reading this book and I hope you enjoy it as much as I did creating it! Sincerely, Jerry Banfield

Get the courage to stand up for what you believe in! Stand Up for Yourself: the Kids' Book of Courage will teach kids to try something new, ask for help, show their talents, share
their feelings and tell the truth. This book will show kids how to use compassion, respect, responsibility, and honesty with those around them. Simple text and charming pictures
will keep kids interested while they learn. It's never too early to help kids stand up for what is right. Aligned to Common Core standards and correlated to state standards. Super
Sandcastle is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
Stand Up for Yourself and Your FriendsDealing with Bullies and Bossiness and Finding a Better Way
Are you tired of being a push-over?Do you have enough of your feelings getting hurt by other people?Do you have a hard time to say: No?Then keep on reading.
Go from zero to funny in one book with ABC's of Stand-up Comedy. This quick-hitting guide is essential to any person interested in a career in stand-up comedy.
Hate your job? Ready to quit? Facing a layoff before you even have a chance to quit? Is your boss is a flaming jerk? Think you might have a lawsuit? If any of these scenarios
apply to you, you are facing a crucial career moment. Mistakes and misinformation will cost you dearly. In Stand Up For Yourself Without Getting Fired, celebrated attorney
Donna Ballman provides winning answers to these and many more tough questions, such as: I think they’re getting ready to lay me off. What can I do? My boss is creating a
hostile environment. Can I sue? What does it mean if I sign a paper saying I’m an independent contractor and not an employee? Am I exempt from overtime? Whether you’re a
recent college grad or an almost-retiree, newly employed or laid off after 20 years; gay or married with kids; janitor or CEO...Stand Up For Yourself Without Getting Fired will give
you the specific and relevant advice you need to face any career-threatening situation...and come out ahead. Of course, you could just say, “Screw you guys. I’m going home!”
This book shows you how to be a more confident, assertive individual. It teaches you the necessary skills to be decisive and in control of your life. With the information in this
guide, you will learn to improve your relationships, move your career forward, and earn the respect of your friends, family, spouse, co-workers, even your boss.
Provides strategies for making over one's inner life and explains how to transform such obstacles as self-doubt, conflict phobia, and anxiety into a firm foundation for building
personal power and self-confidence.
Effective communication is a critical skill that influences your professional success, the stability of your family life, and your personal happiness. Your ability to communicate
effectively is seriously hampered if you can't assert yourself constructively. If you've ever felt paralyzed by an imposing individual or strongly argued opposing point of view, you
know that a lack of assertiveness can leave you feeling marginalized and powerless. The Assertiveness Workbook contains effective, cognitive behavioral techniques to help you
become more assertive. Learn how to set and maintain personal boundaries without becoming inaccessible. Become more genuine and open in relationships without fearing
attack. Defend yourself when you are criticized or asked to submit to unreasonable requests. This book has been awarded The Association for Behavioral and Cognitive
Therapies Self-Help Seal of Merit — an award bestowed on outstanding self-help books that are consistent with cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) principles and that incorporate
scientifically tested strategies for overcoming mental health difficulties. Used alone or in conjunction with therapy, our books offer powerful tools readers can use to jump-start
changes in their lives.
Sick of being the nice girl who always puts herself last? Sick of seeing people tread on each other's backs to get where they want? Do you think this world would be a better place if we would
just treat each other with a little more kindness and commonsense? Inspired by the Women's March held in Chicago in 2017, this book explores whether or not one can be a nice girl and still
get ahead, or whether it is indeed necessary to become a 'bitch'.
RECOVER WHAT TRAUMA HAS STOLEN FROM YOUR CHILD - Children from traumatic backgrounds (including foster and adoptive children) have often been asked to give up pretend,
play, and childhood in order to survive in an adult world. This is unfortunate as we tend to learn crucial lessons about the world and ourselves within the confines of childhood play. While
children might be removed from the cause of chronic trauma, the concept of play will not come naturally for them. This book (along with the complimentary parent activity guide) will help you
and your child to discover a world of pretend where your child can also conquer issues in relationship.
This "hilarious and honest" bestselling memoir from a rising comedy star tackles issues of gender, sexuality, feminism, and the Catholic childhood that prepared her for a career as an
outspoken lesbian comedian (Abby Wambach). Cameron Esposito wanted to be a priest and ended up a stand-up comic. Now she would like to tell the whole queer as hell story. Her story.
Not the sidebar to a straight person's rebirth-she doesn't give a makeover or plan a wedding or get a couple back together. This isn't a queer tragedy. She doesn't die at the end of this book,
having finally decided to kiss the girl. It's the sexy, honest, bumpy, and triumphant dyke's tale her younger, wasn't-allowed-to-watch-Ellen self needed to read. Because there was a long time
when she thought she wouldn't make it. Not as a comic, but as a human. SAVE YOURSELF is full of funny and insightful recollections about everything from coming out (at a Catholic college
where sexual orientation wasn't in the nondiscrimination policy) to how joining the circus can help you become a better comic (so much nudity) to accepting yourself for who you are-even if
you're, say, a bowl cut-sporting, bespectacled, gender-nonconforming child with an eye patch (which Cameron was). Packed with heart, humor, and cringeworthy stories anyone who has gone
through puberty, fallen in love, started a career, or had period sex in Rome can relate to, Cameron's memoir is for that timid, fenced-in kid in all of us-and the fearless stand-up yearning to
break free. INDIE BESTSELLERWASHINGTON POST BESTSELLERSEATTLE TIMES BESTSELLER ONE OF BUSTLE'S MOST ANTICIPATED BOOKS OF MARCH
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Have you Ever dreamed of taking control of your own professionnal life, being able to convince others and move forward in your career? This book is made for you... Are you tired of bumping
into corporate walls? Not getting the budget, job or promotion that you want? Are you fed up with other people always being heard, while your ideas are being ignored? Are you struggling to
network and pitch your business? Is a dry mouth and shaky voice the only thing you associate with speaking in front of a group? Do you just freeze when someone is giving you a hard time in
a meeting and tries to take over? If the answer is yes, then it’s time for you to STAND UP. Everybody can learn to express themselves in a powerful way. No matter what other people claim.
It’s not a gift, it’s a choice. Inspiring and convincing people to take action on your ideas starts with you, your story and how you bring it. This book will show you exactly how to do that. Follow
the five steps and discover how to: - raise your energy and credibility - earn attention and trust - take people into your world - become the solution - trigger action After reading this book, you
will positively STAND OUT in any situation. Because standing up is the only way you can stand out in life and business. Let's inspire action! EXTRACT We are living in a rapidly changing
world where disruption, digital transformation and innovation are all around us, shaping our society. More than ever we have the tools and the need to spread ideas and connect with each
other, but never have people, companies and brands struggled so much to bring humans together and get ideas, visions and plans across in such a way, that they truly inspire action. This
book will show you how to do just that, so you can STAND UP, express yourself in the most powerful way and STAND OUT in life and business. ABOUT THE AUTHOR Marnick Vandebroek is
a frequently asked and highly rated keynote speaker and trainer on the topics of storytelling, speaking and personal branding linked to driving innovation, digital transformation and change
within organizations. He helps, trains and coaches over one hundred business owners, managers and professionals all across Europe to express themselves in the most powerful way. He
works with people from multinational brands to promising start-ups and scale-ups that want to inspire both themselves and others to transform their ideas into action.Marnick has a background
in digital marketing, HR, stand-up comedy, is a certified NLP (neuro-linguistic programming) practitioner and just a stand-up guy. On a personal level, he is happily married to his life and
business partner Natalie and has two amazing cats. In addition, he loves writing, drawing, comedy, obstacle runs and pumping iron in the gym like Arnold Schwarzenegger.
"It's not so much about what you will read, but everything about what you will find." Are you truly happy? Have you achieved all your goals, and yet you still feel incomplete? Maybe you have
hit rock bottom... once or multiple times. The good news is that rock bottom is the start of something new. You can rise up from anything and go on, forgetting what you once thought you
couldn't forget. Life is full of choices. You were born to reinvent yourself, and no one has ever been able to live without changing. Reinventing yourself is allowing yourself to create new
experiences, and the perfect time to start is when you believe there is something more. I believe that the time is now. Are you ready? Calm your heart and believe that you can do anything you
set your mind to. This book will show you how to achieve self-mastery and change your entire life! So go on... don't get comfortable; pass the popcorn and watch your new life unfold right
before your eyes. REVIEWS "Bee Soars' brilliant book is a contribution to making a better world. Her guidance in Will the Real You Please Stand Up will help illuminate the places you've been
feeling stuck, and give you the tools to set yourself free." Pyasa Neko Siff, Somatic Sexologist & Sovereignty Mentor "Best book I have read in a long time! As CEOs, we sometimes fail to look
at things from a different angle. Bee Soars helped me find my inner superhero and appreciate the power of gratitude. Will the Real You Please Stand Up is a must-read!" Nicole Hyatt, Tan on
The Run CEO/ Business Coach Foreword This book made its way into your hands for a reason. Maybe a friend suggested you buy it, maybe you got it as a gift, or maybe something else led
you to it. When you are ready, the book you need finds you. Will the Real You Please Stand Up will show you how you are the point of attraction to everything you desire in life. You will shift in
ways you never even imagined possible. Your life will have more flow and you probably won't even remember what being stuck felt like. If you do, you will have all the tools to get yourself back
on track. This book will help you gain access to the part of you that has been hiding. It will open you up. Bee Soars has a special way of reaching out. It's like her words have the frequency of
love. You will feel as if she is always there holding your hand while you recreate yourself. You will feel loved, loveable, and able to love again after reading this book. Bee will show you many
ways to create a beautiful life for yourself. Bee has crafted all the steps for you to take in a way that is easy to understand and apply. You will notice shifts as you go on your journey of self
discovery and mastery. Make sure you read everything and do everything as if your life depended on it, because it does. These are the tools you have been looking for. Bee will help you
awaken that power inside of you and live your life with purpose. Raymond Aaron New York Times Bestselling Author About the Author Bee Soars is a mother of three sons who are growing
into manhood. As a child she had a beautiful loving upbringing, and as a teen she moved to Canada from Brazil with her family. She experienced a deep spiritual awakening when one of her
sons was diagnosed with childhood Leukemia at age 2. As, a single mother with three boys after a failed 10-year relationship, she tried to recreate a perfect family but found herself walking on
egg shells, married to an unstable schizophrenic man. Bee didn't know what was in her until she had to bring it out. Her natural resilience led her to a remarkable ability to start over and
reinvent herself after experiencing heartaches and hitting rock bottom multiple times. She knows all about resetting yourself in order to love, live, parent and lead.
"Be Cute for You" is a declaration to inspire self-confidence. Be Cute for You signifies the importance of self-beauty, self-worth, and self-respect. In today's society where vanity thrives, this
message was created to shift the focus from pride and arrogance to healthy self-esteem where people value themselves for who they are and motivate them to strive to be the best version of
themselves. Be Cute for You is more than a concept, it's a mindset and a lifestyle. If you believe you're beautiful, then you are beautiful. If you believe you can achieve your dreams, then your
dreams will come to pass. And if you see yourself as becoming successful, then you will be successful. Be Cute for You is designed to motivate your inner self without seeking the approval or
validation of others. In this inspirational book of inner self-awareness, you will discover you were perfectly made into God's image-nothing broken and nothing lacking. As you travel through
your journey of life, Be Cute for You will help you tackle your fears, pursue your dreams, and allow you to see the beautiful masterpiece-you!-who is in the making.
The Miracle! In this book Nicholas presents you a practical, unique, subliminal, very simple, detailed method of how to End Self-sabotage and Stand up for Yourself. You will feel the effects
immediately and the results will appear very quickly! So it was in my case. You will not achieve fulfillment and happiness until YOU become the architect of your own reality. Imagine that with a
few moments each day, you could begin the powerful transformation toward complete control of your own life and well being through this unique, subliminal method combined with positive
affirmations. The order of words is extremely important for every book written by Nicholas. These are arranged to be traversed in a certain way so as to eliminate certain blockages in the
human being, blockages that are bringing disease or failure on various plans. You don't need a big chunk of your time or expensive programs. Everything is extremely simple! Health, money,
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prosperity, abundance, safety, stability, sociability, charisma, sexual vitality, erotic attraction, will, optimism, perseverance, self-confidence, tenacity, courage, love, loving relationships, selfcontrol, self-esteem, enthusiasm , refinement, intuition, detachment, intelligence, mental calm, power of concentration, exceptional memory, aspiration, transcendence, wisdom, compassion.
You have the ability to unlock your full inner-potential and achieve your ultimate goals. This is the age-old secret of the financial elite, world class scholars, and Olympic champions. For
example, when you watch the Olympics, you'll find one consistency in all of the champions. Each one closes their eyes for a moment and clearly affirms & visualizes themselves completing
the event flawlessly just before starting. Then they win gold medals and become champions. That's merely one example of how the real power of mind can elevate you above any of life's
challenges. By reading this book, you will feel totally that life deserves to be lived and enjoyed every moment and that everything that you propose for yourself becomes easy for you to fulfill.
Nicholas will guide you to touch your longed-for dream and will make you see life from a new perspective, full of freshness and success. This book helps you step by step, in a natural way, in
just 3 minutes a day, to change your misguided way of thinking and to End Self-sabotage and Stand up for Yourself. (NOTE: For good, Nicholas keep the price of the book as lower as he can,
even if is a hard work behind this project. A significant portion of the earnings from the sale of the book are used for these purposes: for charity, volunteer projects, nature restoration, and other
inspired ideas to do good where it is needed. If you can not afford to buy the book please contact Nicholas and he will give you a free copy.) You, also have a bonus in the pages of the book
that makes you live your success by doing a seemingly trivial thing. You will feel the difference. Yes. The Miracle is possible! Get Your Copy Now!
Showing up is what turns the people you know into your people. It’s at the core of creating and maintaining strong, meaningful bonds with friends, family, coworkers, and internet pals.
Showing up is the act of bearing witness to people’s joy, pain, and true selves; validating their experiences; easing their load; and communicating that they are not alone in this life. If you’re
having trouble connecting with those around you, know that you’re not the only one. Adult friendships are tricky!!! Part manifesto, part guide, The Art of Showing Up is soul medicine for our
modern, tech-mediated age. Rachel Wilkerson Miller charts a course to kinder, more thoughtful, and more fulfilling relationships—and, crucially, she reminds us that “you can’t show up for
others if you aren’t showing up for yourself first.” Learn to fearlessly . . . define your needs, reclaim your time, and commit to self-care ask for backup when times are tough—and take action
when others are in crisis meet and care for new friends, and gently end toxic friendships help your people feel more seen (and more OK) overall!

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Ali Wong’s heartfelt and hilarious letters to her daughters (the two she put to work while they were still in utero) cover everything they need
to know in life, like the unpleasant details of dating, how to be a working mom in a male-dominated profession, and how she trapped their dad. “Knife-sharp . . . a genuine
pleasure.”—The New York Times NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY Time • Variety • Chicago Tribune • Glamour • New York In her hit Netflix comedy
special Baby Cobra, an eight-month pregnant Ali Wong resonated so strongly that she even became a popular Halloween costume. Wong told the world her remarkably unfiltered
thoughts on marriage, sex, Asian culture, working women, and why you never see new mom comics on stage but you sure see plenty of new dads. The sharp insights and humor
are even more personal in this completely original collection. She shares the wisdom she’s learned from a life in comedy and reveals stories from her life off stage, including the
brutal single life in New York (i.e. the inevitable confrontation with erectile dysfunction), reconnecting with her roots (and drinking snake blood) in Vietnam, tales of being a wild
child growing up in San Francisco, and parenting war stories. Though addressed to her daughters, Ali Wong’s letters are absurdly funny, surprisingly moving, and enlightening
(and gross) for all. Praise for Dear Girls “Fierce, feminist, and packed with funny anecdotes.”—Entertainment Weekly “[Wong] spins a volume whose pages simultaneously shock
and satisfy. . . . Dear Girls is not so much a real-talk handbook as it is a myth-puncturing manifesto.”—Vogue “[A] refreshing, hilarious, and honest account of making a career in a
male-dominated field, dating, being a mom, growing up, and so much more…Yes, this book is addressed to Wong’s daughters, but every reader will find nuggets of wisdom and
inspiration and, most important, something to laugh at.”—Bustle
"The Quit Smoking Answer" is structured in such a way that all readers follow a process of "cold turkey" cessation through a step-by-step system to become nicotine free. The
system shared is quick, easy, and proven, regardless of a person's dependency on nicotine. If you have ever thought, "wouldn't it be nice to quit smoking" than you've set the
mood and you're ready to begin. It's easier to quit nicotine than you think! JW Smith, a smoker for 40 years, wrote this book after ending his vicious cycle of numerous failed
attempts to quit. His system for nicotine cessation evolved over a subsequent six-week period of preparation to quit. He shares his story about a conversation with his nine yearold granddaughter that finally set the wheels in motion to find a better way - one that works. JW researched smoking cessation methods and used his own experience to forge a
new path. This book may very well be destined to be in a category by itself in the nicotine cessation world of recommendations and advice. Why? Because it works! JW makes
the case that smoking cessation is not an event, but rather a process. His book will teach you the key cognitive techniques he used to end both the physical and psychological
addictions to nicotine. It debunks myths about nicotine replacement therapy products and instead lays out a natural progression of steps for becoming a nonsmoker. The premise
of the book is based on this famous quote; "When you change the way you look at things, the things you look at change." In the beginning of the book it is recommended to
establish an environment and path of least resistance. Less resistance to quit is the first key step to becoming nicotine free. It is recommended that readers continue the use
tobacco products including e-cigarettes while reading the book over a two or three day period of time- helping again to establish less resistance to quit. He additionally
recommends as a first step that you tell no one of your desire to quit - preventing anyone including yourself of sabotaging your intention. As you apply the techniques and
methods written about it becomes a natural procession leading up to your very last cigarette or use of chewing tobacco. A transformation of your thinking takes place and ending
your addiction will seem like an "almost non-event" - as something just happens to you as you read this book. You will be physically and mentally prepared to end your addiction
after reading this one of a kind book. Free from nicotine for life - and all the great rewards that come with it!
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Stop being a pushover - it's time for you to be seen, be heard, and to get what you deserve. Have you spent the better portion of your life physically and mentally unable to strive
for what you really want, passively riding the waves as they come? Are you constantly considerate of others' feelings, having made too many compromises in the past that have
left you feeling unfulfilled and empty? You may currently be facing an unsettling internal conflict, wondering how you can assert yourself and express your genuine thoughts,
needs, and opinions without being aggressive or disliked by those around you. Your generosity and kindness are indeed a double-edged sword - they may feel like your
weaknesses, but you need to realize that they are also two of your most admirable strengths. Only then will you be able to find real balance in your life. Being assertive isn't
synonymous with being aggressive or unfriendly - it is very much possible to be confident and firm all while being polite and kind. True assertiveness, rooted in a real inner desire
to build relationships instead of destroying them, is a rare and precious commodity among people nowadays. The mere fact that you're striving for it shows off your undeniable
strength and ability to transform and evolve as a human being. There's no reason to be held back by discomfort and fear anymore - with the right training, your timid nature will
undoubtedly subside, making room for the assertive person you've always longed to be. In Assertiveness Training, you will discover: How to recognize the subtle behaviors that
have been hindering your path to self-fulfillment, as well as ways to start transforming them into more positive and self-affirming habits Scientifically proven steps to practice selfawareness and emotional control to avoid the most common emotional setbacks barricading the way between you and your assertive self How to tackle the anxiety and fear that
come from your first attempts at being assertive, making assertiveness second nature A plethora of situation-based tips and tricks that will guide you through the process of
knowing exactly what to say and do to let people know that you're not to be walked over Comprehensive guidance on how to be assertive in your workplace to finally get the
recognition and respect you deserve How to find the right balance between passive and aggressive behavior to gain genuine respect from others, untainted by pity or fear A stepby-step action plan, taking you on a transformative journey towards building more confidence that's rooted in a polite and kind contact with the people around you And much
more. Assertiveness is not a natural-born trait, but it is a skill that we all can acquire with perseverance and the right kind of guidance. It's time to stop living your life feeling like a
vessel for others to use as they wish. Unlike what you may fear, being assertive isn't going to cause others any pain or hatred. It will instead create healthy boundaries through
which you and your acquaintances can communicate more honestly and freely. If you want to gain the respect and admiration of others for being who you truly are, then scroll up
and click the "Buy now with 1-Click" button right now.
A companion to Stand Up for Yourself & Your Friends, this journal includes quizzes, questions, charts, and checklists that help girls learn how to stand up to bullying and
bossiness. Girls can practice the words they might say in sticky situations and even track their progress along the way. Plus, the journal comes with 20 "Care Cards" to tear out
and share with friends and classmates.
We're all brought up to be polite, but there are times when you have to forget what your mother told you and raise your voice. Giving in to other people all the time only leads to
feelings of resentment; and when you do make a stand for yourself you feel guilty. In this book, as you read, you will do away with these negative feelings and you will be shown
how to feel good about being yourself. The practical advice and sound reasoning will help you to get your own way without taking advantage of other people. If you don't have the
ability or willingness to stand up for your own beliefs, your life slips away into the control of others. Why is it so important to prevent that from happening? Because you will
become an unhappy person as you would if you never had a friend. Your mission in life is to live it so that you experience as little needless pain as possible and to employ your
talents to their full worth. You will certainly suffer, even for long periods of time, as you struggle to learn and become all you can become. But such struggle is necessary for your
growth. Later, when you have become skilled in business, cooking, socializing, tennis, or whatever, a degree of contentment will enter your life which you never knew when you
were a frightened child in an. adult body. To reach your full growth and to enjoy your earthly life as much as is possible, it is essential that you take an active interest in yourself.
You cannot let others determine the course of your life and expect peace of mind. Standing up for your-self is one of those powerful human acts which at one stroke can eliminate
guilt, overcome fear, and make anger unnecessary. But it requires the most serious form of self-discipline. In this, very easy to follow book, you will be shown how you avoid
asserting yourself, what the psychological consequences are when this happens, and how to develop a quiet strength that makes others take notice of you without your having to
raise your voice or shake a fist.
This accessible book from American Girl helps young readers gain the tools to recognize and handle bullying. Includes wise words to use with bullies, smart ways to ignore them,
solid advice on getting an adult's help when needed, and advice from real girls who have been in similar situations.
How many times have you told yourself quit being such a PUSHOVER and stand up for what you really think and believe? Why don't you just speak up already? Are you fed up
with pleasing others or settling for what you get instead of going for what you really want and need? Can you imagine how freeing and amazing it would be to get your power
back and daring to be who you genuinely are? Are you looking for a straightforward and easy way to improve your self-esteem, reduce your self-criticism, feel better about
yourself and have a healthier and happier life? If it sounds familiar then I urge you to keep reading. You are about to discover Be Assertive! Be your authentic self! This is not
another book that gives you a plaster to put on the problem. This is a clear-cut cognitive behavioural therapy workbook that will help you become a more empowered and
assertive individual, as well as, strengthen your self-esteem. It confronts the issue head on, asks you hard questions and reveals the true core source of your unassertiveness. By
identifying and understanding the key psychological barriers that prevent you from acting assertively, challenging them directly and applying the newly learned strategies, you will
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be able to achieve permanent solutions. It will take allot of motivation, energy, courage and hard work to create a change in your life but it is indisputably worth it. You may ask
yourself: What are the Benefits of reading Be Assertive! Be your authentic self!? 1.Developing practical and constructive strategies/skills that will improve your communication
style, recapture a sense of control over your life and help you cope better with difficult situations in the present and the future. 2.Being able to communicate and express your own
authentic unique self. 3.The dismantling of your inner bully and self-defeating behaviours will help you achieve your potential and a happier and more fulfilled life. 4.Learning to
challenge your daily negative thoughts will change and improve your emotions, behaviours, physical and psychological well- being and add balance to your life. 5.The
strengthening and the enhancement of your awareness of your personal strengths, as well as, changing the way you think about yourself and others will enable you to achieve
personal growth. 6.Attaining a better understanding and acceptance of yourself. 7.Bonus- introducing self-compassion to your life This is your chance to live the life you truly
desire and deserve. Go for it! and Buy your copy now!
Bob Marley's music has inspired millions of listeners around the world with messages of peace, love, and truth. This third picture book adaptation of one of his beloved songs has
a timely message for children: To counter injustice, lift others up with kindness and courage. As a young girl goes on with her day in school, she comes across several instances
of teasing and intimidation. But with loving action and some help from her friends, she's able to make things right for herself and others. With exuberant pictures by John Jay
Cabuay accompanying Marley's iconic lyrics, Get Up, Stand Up is a vibrant testament to the power we all have to make a difference.
Inner peace is finally within reach with Tami Shaikh's groundbreaking new book, Detox Your Soul. Do you often find yourself wishing to rid yourself of all the negative, harmful
influences that often make life so difficult? Look no further than this new thirty-day program that helps you cleanse away your spiritual, mental, and emotional toxins and remove
these relentless daily obstacles once and for all. Beginning with day one, you'll learn how to face your inner demons and build up your self-esteem. The strategies are designed
to be incorporated into your daily life-no drastic changes to your routine are needed! Waking up just ten minutes earlier and going to bed just ten minutes later each day gives you
all the time you need to see-and feel-a difference. Each of the thirty chapters provides a section for you to record your innermost thoughts, reflections on that day's exercises, and
what you have achieved both physically and spiritually in the last twenty-four hours. By the end of the thirty-day program, you'll feel more in tune with your spirit, mind, and
emotions. Most importantly, you'll have gained the tools to cleanse your soul for a lifetime to come.
Your Perfect Right—the leading assertiveness guide with over 1.3 million copies sold—is now fully updated and revised. This indispensable guide to equal-relationship
assertiveness is packed with step-by-step exercises, tips, and skills to help you express yourself effectively. Are you comfortable starting a conversation with strangers at a party?
Do you sometimes feel ineffective in making your needs clear? Do you have difficulty saying no to persuasive people? Everyone needs a little help getting along with others.
Assertiveness is a key social skill, as well as a tool for making your relationships more equal. Learning to respond more effectively to others can help you reduce stress and
increase your sense of self-worth. In this fully updated and revised tenth edition, you’ll learn practical advice on dealing with difficult people, handling criticism, and expressing
your feelings. You’ll also discover how to use humor in conflict resolution, ways to clarify others’ intentions, and how to distinguish between encouraging and discouraging
communication habits. This edition also includes a new introduction by coauthor Robert Alberti, in addition to research and information on the subjects of anger and interpersonal
communication. Assertiveness is an alternative to personal powerlessness or manipulation. The program in this book will help you develop effective ways to express yourself,
maintain your self-respect, and show respect for others. This is not a “me-first” book—it's all about equal-relationship assertiveness!
Meet 25 of the most inspiring humans of all time! These rebels stood up for what they believed in, spoke out against injustice, and overcame impossible obstacles. From world
leaders such as Gandhi and Nelson Mandela to unsung heroes like Irena Sendler (who smuggled 2,500 children out of the Warsaw Ghetto in World War II), this book tells
incredible stories of passion and endurance and offers encouraging suggestions on making your own stand.
We're all brought up to be polite, but there are times when you have to raise your voice. Giving in to other people all the time only leads to feelings of resentment, yet when you
do make a stand for yourself you feel guilty. Dr Hauck does away with these negative feelings and shows you how to feel good about being yourself. His practical advice and
sound reasoning help you to get your own way without taking advantage of other people.
Do you have strong immigrant roots and you are struggling to plan your next career move? ¡Rise Up, Mi Gente!, is here to help you create a roadmap to succeed in Corporate
America. Whether you are still in college, early in your career, or a seasoned professional, ¡Rise Up, Mi Gente!, presents you with key strategies to improve vital skills - such as
networking, interviewing, and overcoming challenges - to better navigate Corporate America. In this book, you will learn: * What to do if you graduate unemployed * The Five
Challenges of First Generation MBA Applicants * Techniques to gain corporate sponsors to help promote your career's upward mobility * How to compete when you don't know
how * How to utilize your cultural attributes to break down barriers, strengthen your voice, and distinguish your leadership. Written from the heart, and based on personal stories
of successful Latino professionals, this book illustrates how to overcome obstacles, identify opportunities, and position yourself to continue to RISE UP and SEGUIR ADELANTE.
One day I woke up and realized that I had been lost for quite some time. I had got comfortable with how life was treating me. I no longer cared about how I presented myself,
stuck between life and death, you know Purgatory. The real me had left long ago and the figure that I saw before me was just a shell that protects me until I could be found again.
I had everything a woman could ask for and more yet somehow and someway I forgot about myself and ended up in the purgatory of living. When I had my epiphany, I
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discovered some things that I should have seen all along but was too busy allowing life to consume me that I didn't care to pay attention. You know, taking care of kids, husband,
family, work, friends and oh yeah, then me if I'm not too tired.... Me! One day I found myself on the outside of the milk carton... Lost, hanging in the purgatory of living. It was the
shock of my life yet not a shock for everyone else. Most often others can see what's going on in your life even when you cannot (or you think you do). Don't let that to happen to
you or to allow it to continue. You can step out of the purgatory of living and into a new beginning. It could be easier than you think it is. For me... I have some changing to do and
the changing can only be done by me for me. I cannot change you or the rest of the world but we can help each other with the process of changing for the better.... TOGETHER!
And look who we shall find! (You and me too) Let's begin... how did I lose myself?
Develop Self Discipline and Will Power Today! Do you have a hard time following through your promises? Do you have a hard time finishing what you have started? Do you make
excuses frequently? Are you having difficulty dropping a bad habit like smoking or binge eating? Do you spend more than what you're earning each month? If you answered yes
to most of these questions, then you most likely lack self-discipline. There are many essential characteristics that lead to a person's success, happiness, and self-actualization,
but self-discipline is the only quality that guarantees continuing and long-standing success in different facets of life. Self-discipline is crucial in achieving different life goals,
whether it is to lose weight, improve your work output, or enhance your financial literacy. Self-discipline allows you to sacrifice instant pleasure for long term success. Selfdiscipline or self-control drives you to: Work on a business idea even when your enthusiasm is already dwindling Go to the gym even when you do not feel like it Say "no" to fatty
foods Wake up early even if all you want to do is lie on your bed all day Limit your Facebook time in order to work on something important Self-discipline is rewarding, but it is
also challenging. As human beings, we are conditioned to seek instant pleasure. We are conditioned to do what's easy, fun, and convenient. When you practice self-discipline,
you are going against your human nature and that's the reason why it's difficult. This book Self Discipline Masterycontains easy-to-follow techniques and strategies that will help
you exercise self-discipline. This book contains easy-to-follow steps that will help you achieve everything that you desire - your ideal weight, dream job, and stable financial
situation. This book contains strategies, apps, 133 affirmations, and 33 habits that can help strengthen your willpower and self-discipline. Developing willpower and self-discipline
is not easy, but it can make a huge difference in your life. It allows you to control unnecessary impulses and it gives you strength to say "no" to activities that will only distract you
from achieving your goals. It gives you the determination to pursue your goals even when the odds are against you. Here is a quick preview of what is inside.... Benefits of SelfDiscipline Characteristics of Self-Disciplined Achievers The Science of Self -Discipline Set Clear Goals Just Do It Mastering the Ultimate Self-Discipline Strategies Motivate
Yourself Daily Choices That Help Strengthen Your Willpower and Self-discipline And much more! Purchase your copy today NOW and lets get started on your self-discipline
mastery today!
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